
CO 

CHEST FREEZERS -30° C 

 

 

GENERAL FEATURES 
CONTROL PANEL: 

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max temperature alarms 

and with RS 485 interface. 

 WORKING TEMPERATURE: 

-30°C  

 TEMPERATURE RANGE: 

-15°C/-30°C  

 POWER SUPPLY: 

V. 220 / 1 / 50 Hz  

 EXTERNAL STRUCTURE: 

totally in plated prepainted steel sheet  

 INTERNAL TANK: 



totally in plated alluminium sheet, round - made - corners to reduce penetration of bacteria and make 

the cleaning. Easier Internal usable space next to 100%. 

 DOOR: 

with anticondense resistance on door frame. It has special magnetic rubber washer for perfect closing. 

INSULATION: 

CFC FREE realized by foamed polyurethane, density 38 Kg / mc. The minimun thickness is 55mm.  

REFRIGERATING PLANT: 

CFC - FREE of hermetic type with silenced compressors equipped also with small rubber support to 

eliminate vibrations. Cooling evaporator with fan for internal circulation of the air to increase also the 

precision of temperature at any point. Electronic automatic defrosting with collect condense tank in the 

bottom of the frame. 

 TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Code Model Capacity Volt Int. Dimesions mm. Ext. Dimesions mm. Weight kg.  

01310121 CO 320 320 220/1/50 1410 620 865 1000 520 755 65 

01310123  CO 420 420  220/1/50 1660 620 865  1250 520  755 75 

01310125  CO 520 520 220/1/50 1910 620 865  1500 520  755 85 

01310126  CO 650 650 220/1/50 1890 700 900 1480 600  880 95 

 

  

 

 

 

STANDARD ACCESSORIES 

09920195 
  

Electronic digital regulator with red luminous display, complete with min and max 

temperature alarms and with RS 485 interface. 

09913126   Safety Key - lock 

09913174   4 feet adjustable in height  

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 

09940193   Weekly graphic Recorder 

09913172   Hole diam. 35 mm. with rubber plug very useful for the user who needs to insert cables or 

sensors to take internal datas of every kind. 

09910151   Remotisation of the alarmit is a free contact which allows the user to transfer any alarms 

coming from the computer on board to any distance in a safe ambient. 

09913166   Subdivision in two or three compartments 

 
Characteristics and data can be modified without forewarning. 
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